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SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING –
LEAD GENERATION
AN ICON CASE STUDY

SECTOR
Higher Education

THE CLIENT
ICON’s client is a provider of private higher education in they UK and cooperates with
universities and colleges to recruit, market and deliver a range of programmes from
foundation level, to undergraduate and postgraduate degrees.

CHALLENGE
ICON was engaged to provide warm leads
of potential tertiary students, from
across the EU, that were interested in
studying a variety of courses in the UK.

PROCESS

CONSULT
Deep fact-ﬁnding into client goals and how
they aligned with potential student
motivations and the beneﬁts of studying in
the UK.

LEAD DELIVERY
All leads contained eight pre-agreed data
points for validity and more effective
conversion by the client. These leads were
considered ‘very warm’ thanks to the the
quality and immediacy of the data
captured. Leads were updated directly into
the client’s CRM.

SOCIAL ADVERTISING
ICON produced multiple bespoke social
advertising campaigns (including artwork,
copywriting, targeting, and optimisation)
to generate leads of EU citizens interested
in studying in the UK. Each lead form
attached to the ads asked eight
qualiﬁcation questions. ICON ran
campaigns in seven EU countries, and all
leads were GDPR compliant with speciﬁc
opt-in components for compliance.

COMMUNICATION
Lead quality review sessions provided an
opportunity to further reﬁne lead forms
and targeting to improve conversion rates.

RESULTS

2,863

7

qualiﬁed leads generated

- month campaign

72%

Reduction in cost/per lead*

Improvement in
conversion rate*

23%

*When compared to the previous
supplier.

TESTIMONIAL

“

Having previously worked with other
suppliers, we chose to work with ICON as
their leads provided more detailed
information and were highly targeted to our
speciﬁc demographics of interest. The
leads were pre-sorted, with few
unproductive leads. Any leads rejected by
us were always replaced without question
and free of charge.
Client Conversion Manager

”

